The science against sugar, alone, is insufficient in tackling the obesity and type 2 diabetes crises – We must also overcome opposition from vested interests

Introduction

In January 2018, the Australian Medical Association called for a tax on sugary drinks to be introduced as a priority. The Association’s president, Michael Gannon, likened the task ahead to taking on Big Tobacco. Here, we highlight the totality of evidence supporting a sugar tax. We also point out similarities of the tactics used by both Big Food and Big Tobacco to curb effective regulatory measures to curb obesity and diet-related metabolic disease. In fact, Big Tobacco adopted some of its methods from Big Sugar decades ago.

We should not wait decades to solve our current problems with sugar. It took 44 years from 1950, with the publication of the first study that linked smoking with lung cancer, for the attorney general of Mississippi to sue Big Tobacco to recoup medical costs related to the disease.2

Big Tobacco sowed doubt that cigarettes were harmful, confused the public, persistently denied their effects, bought the loyalty of scientists and gave ammunition to political allies.3 As late as 1994, chief executives of every major tobacco firm swore under oath before US Congress that they did not believe that nicotine was addictive or that smoking caused lung cancer.4

Now, the science demonstrating sugar’s role in diet-related disease is incontrovertible, but science alone cannot curb the obesity and type 2 diabetes epidemics. Opposition from vested interests that profit from diminishing society’s health must be overcome.

The case against sugar

The optimum – and, at the very least, required – amount of dietary sugar we need is zero. Dietary sucrose comprises two molecules: glucose and fructose. Although glucose is often called the ‘energy of life’ and all eukaryotic cells can burn it for energy, we do not need to consume it because the liver can convert amino acids and the glycerol backbone of fatty acids to glucose (gluconeogenesis). This is why we can maintain normal glucose homeostasis while fasting for weeks at a time.

Fructose, however, is unnecessary for any biochemical reaction in eukaryotic cells; there is no biological requirement and it has no nutritional value other than energy. And when consumed in excess, fructose meets the following four criteria of public health experts for regulation.5

Ubiquity

Sugar has been added to most forms of processed food for taste, bulk and preservation. Around 74% of foods in grocery stores or supermarkets contain added sugar.6 Children and adults in the United States consume a mean of 19 and 18 teaspoons daily, respectively,7 with similar estimates in the United Kingdom and Australasia.8 Despite warnings linking sugar to chronic diseases, consumption has increased on all continents in the last decade.9 The World Health Organization originally proposed a maximum of 6 teaspoons of added sugar per day, but food lobbies pressured them to adopt an upper limit of 12 teaspoons, which the US Department of Agriculture affirmed. To curb dental caries, researchers at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine suggest no more than 3% of calories or 3 teaspoons per day.
Toxicity
Recent prospective studies, controlled for calories, adiposity and time, show that added sugar is a cause of type 2 diabetes.30,31,32 Similarly, a recent meta-analysis showed that sugar consumption, after excluding obesity, correlated with type 2 diabetes prevalence.13

An econometric analysis of the UN Food and Agriculture Organization statistics database, which lists by food availability per person by country (2000–2010), showed that only added sugar availability predicted changes in type 2 diabetes rates. For every excess 150 calories per day, diabetes prevalence increased by 0.1%, but if those 150 calories came from a can of soda, diabetes prevalence increased 11-fold (by 1.1%).14

A recent study examined the effects of isocaloric substitution of sugar with starch in 43 children with metabolic syndrome over a 10-day period. When the per cent calories as dietary sugar were reduced from 28% to 10%, keeping calories and weight constant, every aspect of metabolic health improved: diastolic BP reduced by 5 mmHg, triglycerides reduced by 46%, low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol by 0.3 mmol/L and insulin sensitivity improved, coincident with a liver fat reduction of 22%, with no changes in calories or weight.15,16

Sugar has long been known to adversely affect teeth. In the United Kingdom, the most common cause of chronic pain and hospital admissions in young children (aged 5–9 years) is tooth decay driven by sugar.17

Abuse
Fructose directly increases consumption independent of energy need.19 Along with caffeine, it seems to be the food additive that makes ‘fast food’ addictive.19 Fructose and glucose have different sites of action and generate two different effects. Glucose produces satiety or fullness, while fructose does not.20 Glucose lights up the cortical executive control areas, but fructose suppresses the signal coming from those control areas.21

High-fat milkshakes increase brain activity in sensory areas concerning ‘mouthfeel’, whereas high-sugar milkshakes increase limbic system activity.22 In other words, fat increases the salience of sugar, but it is the sugar that drives the reward. Although sugar does not exhibit classic withdrawal, it demonstrates what the DSM-5 qualifies as ‘dependence’.23

Negative impact on society
Sugared beverages alone are estimated to kill 184 000 people per year globally.24 A population reduction of added sugar consumption of just 20% could reduce obesity, type 2 diabetes, heart disease, death rates and medical expenditures within 3 years in the United States.25

Morgan Stanley modelled global economic growth rates to the year 2035 in low-sugar and high-sugar simulations.26

Population-wide sugar reduction would prevent premature death, save economies billions and improve quality of life for millions across the globe.

The case against the processed food industry
As with tobacco, policy changes that target availability, affordability or acceptability (e.g. the Mexico sugar tax) are overwhelmingly effective in curbing sugar consumption.27 But the sugar industry, their partners and political allies utilise numerous instruments to deflect culpability and derail policy change. Some involve influencing science, and some involve influencing public opinion.28

Influencing science
Linking sugar to obesity rather than to diabetes
The food industry often tries to divert the public health conversation toward obesity.29 Sugar ranks below potato chips and French fries as a cause of weight gain29; the data correlating sugar consumption to obesity are weak, accounting for only about 10% of the observed effect.30 This is the basis of the food industry’s message; if sugar is only one of many causes of obesity, it can iterate its mantra, ‘a calorie is a calorie’. To them, it is about energy balance, gluttony and sloth, diet and exercise, and if you are overweight it is your fault. Yet, when weight and calories are factored out, the correlation between sugar consumption and type 2 diabetes is much stronger.13,14 Furthermore, there are countries where diabetes rates are high, yet obesity rates are low, such as India, Pakistan and China – while their sugar consumption has increased by 15% in the past 6 years alone.15 To date, the food industry refuses to engage in a discussion on the role of added sugar in chronic metabolic diseases, exclusive of obesity.

Paying scientists
The sugar industry has a long history of co-opting scientists. A team at the University of California, San Francisco, have discovered the paper trail of influence by the Sugar Research Foundation to exonerate sugar and divert attention to fast food as a cause of dental caries in 1971.33

Since then, those in the sugar, high-fructose corn syrup, beverage and processed food industries have paid for scientists’ complicity in marketing sugar as healthy.34 More recently, an analysis of Web of Science citations from 2008 to 2016, which searched for Coca-Cola conflicts of interest regarding funding, identified 779 articles. Subsequent comparison with Coca-Cola’s own transparency website (https://www.coca-colacompany.com/transparency/our-commitment-transparency) identified 128 articles and 471 authors who were not disclosed by Coca-Cola, and 19 academic investigators who had direct email contact with the company.35
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Obfuscating scientific research

One would expect the totality of evidence on the detrimental effects of sugar to be reflected in systematic reviews or meta-analyses, but many publications yield inconsistent results.\textsuperscript{37,38,39} Many of these studies are funded by the food industry, which dilutes the data to obfuscate any significant effects and minimise evidence and impact (Garbage In, Garbage Out).\textsuperscript{40} Also, studies funded by industry are 7.61 times more likely to show a conclusion favourable to that industry.\textsuperscript{41}

The industry’s influence in distorting public health messages extends to institutions and organisations that have a responsibility to scientific integrity, such as the University of Sydney, which used ‘flawed’ data to claim there is an ‘Australian Paradox’ (http://www.australianparadox.com/) (sugar intake has decreased while obesity rates have risen\textsuperscript{42} to exonerate sugar as a cause of obesity\textsuperscript{43,44}). The veracity of those data sets and conclusions is challenged by other independent nutritionists.

Co-opting public health experts

For years, soft drink companies’ public relations machinery has pushed the lack of physical activity as a cause of obesity, when there is evidence to reveal that although sedentary lifestyle contributes to chronic disease, physical activity’s impact is minimal at best and you cannot outrun a bad diet.\textsuperscript{45}

Beverage companies have sponsored numerous public health efforts, provided they did not address soft drinks.\textsuperscript{46} Brenda Fitzgerald, the recently disgraced director of the US Centers for Disease Control, had partnered with Coca-Cola as Georgia’s public health commissioner,\textsuperscript{47} who also bankrolled the Global Energy Balance Network, a consortium of three academics, to push lack of exercise as the cause of obesity.\textsuperscript{48} Even Michelle Obama caved to food industry pressure; during the US president’s second term, she shifted her focus away from the importance of a healthy diet towards promoting physical activity.\textsuperscript{49}

The US Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, British Dietetic Association (BDA) and the Dieters’ Association of Australia all receive annual contributions from the food industry.\textsuperscript{50} It is extraordinary that the BDA has also promoted Nestle Health Science on its homepage. Nestle has not only been a prominent marketer of sugary products for children, but has also been the target of a boycott by respected international organisation Baby Milk Action for contributing ‘to the unnecessary death and suffering of infants around the world by aggressively marketing baby foods in breach of international marketing standards’.\textsuperscript{51} These organisations are unwittingly or unwittingly behaving more like front groups for the processed food industry – this must be exposed.

Influencing public opinion

Personal responsibility

Perhaps the most potent messaging of the food industry is that the public should exercise personal responsibility: ‘it’s your fault you’re fat’. Science journalist Gary Taubes says to use this argument is criminal, and we concur. It also flies in the face of the broad social-ecological approach of public health practice, which understands that there are multiple, hierarchical and interacting policy, environmental, social and demographic factors affecting behaviours which are well evidenced and understood.

The personal responsibility strategy was first deployed by tobacco companies in 1962 as a reason to keep on smoking.\textsuperscript{3} This ideology requires the following four prerequisites.

Knowledge: Information labelling is not easily understandable by the regular consumer buying food products in the supermarket. Many will trust and buy a product on the way it is promoted, rather than on its nutritional value. And until recently, the US Institute of Medicine, and in the United Kingdom and the rest of Europe for the past 15 years, guideline daily amounts on labels have suggested that daily consumption of up to 22 teaspoons of sugar is healthful.\textsuperscript{52}

Access: Over 70\% of foods in the supermarket contain added sugar – it has become almost unavoidable. Processed sugary food and drinks have permeated workplaces, gyms and schools. We are heartened that the UK National Health Service has announced a ban on sugary drinks sold in hospitals, to start in July 2018.

Affordability: One should afford their choice, and society has to afford it too. Healthy food was twice as expensive as processed food in 2002, and its cost increased by £0.17 per pound per year over the next 10 years, compared with processed food, which increased £0.07 per pound per year.\textsuperscript{53}

Non-anarchy: The medical costs of chronic metabolic disease related to sugar consumption will cause a doubling of Medicare costs in the next decade,\textsuperscript{54} bankrupting health care systems around the world,\textsuperscript{55,56} and the UK National Health Service is under an ever-tighter squeeze, resulting in lengthier waiting times.\textsuperscript{57} The argument that your actions cannot harm anyone else ignores the diet-related harm experienced by children who are especially vulnerable to poor diet at critical development stages.

Weakening government oversight

In 1972, Sugar Information, Inc. ran a public disinformation campaign to deflect criticism from its product. The US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) engaged in a damaging court battle, which shattered their efforts.\textsuperscript{58} Yet in the late 1970s, efforts to ban junk food marketing on television led to a corporate power struggle pressuring Congress to ‘declaw’ the FTC, which occurred in 1984.\textsuperscript{59} This also saw the rise of the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), ‘a bill mill’ that writes legislation beneficial to the food industry and pays off Congressmen to introduce these bills to benefit industry. Most recently, the Trump administration plans to limit the information on junk food labels, which could act as
pre-emption for soda taxation in the United States and possibly repeal of the soda tax in Mexico.\textsuperscript{40}

**Trade organisations**

Numerous front groups promote food industry interests and lobby politicians in the open; for example, in the United States, the Grocery Manufacturers Association, American Beverage Association and National Restaurant Association. In the United Kingdom, the Food and Drink Federation performs similar functions. In Australia and New Zealand, the Sugar Research Advisory Service (https://www.srasanz.org/) (SRAS) is claimed to be a scientific information Service for health professionals, academics and the media, which aims to provide an evidence-based view of the role of sugars in nutrition and health, but it is fronted by academics and health professions receiving money directly from the industry.

**Astroturf groups**

Astroturf groups are citizens’ non-profit groups that mask their sponsors to appear as though they are grassroots organisations. For instance, in the United States, the Center for Organizational Research and Education’s (CORE; formerly the Center for Consumer Freedom) name is deliberately designed to divert attention away from industry connection. It claims to be ‘dedicated to protect consumer choices and promoting common sense’. It is funded by fast food, meat, alcohol and tobacco industries.\textsuperscript{41} The group was originally founded in the mid-1990s, using tobacco and restaurant industry money to oppose smoking restrictions in restaurants. Its founder, Richard Berman, also founded the American Beverage Institute, which fights restrictions on alcohol use and raising the minimum wage. In a secretly recorded interview reported by The New York Times, Berman encouraged industry players to attack those that oppose industry interests and they could either ‘win ugly or lose pretty’.\textsuperscript{42}

Similarly, in the United Kingdom, the Institute of Economic Affairs (IEA), an organisation that describes itself to be ‘the UK’s original free-market think-tank’, claims to be independent of any political party, group or organisation. But in 2016, Transparify – which provides ratings of financial transparency of major think tanks – gave a ‘highly opaque’ zero score.\textsuperscript{63}

The IEA has received undisclosed voluntary donations from a number of organisations including Big American Tobacco, Coca-Cola Great Britain and Ireland, and sugar manufacturer Tate and Lyle.\textsuperscript{64} As Transparify states: \textsuperscript{64}

> The more lobbyists try to hijack the ‘think tank’ label in an attempt to mask their paid-for spin as research-driven advocacy, the more important it becomes for the think tank sector as a whole to fight back. The best weapon in that fight is transparency.

In July 2014, the IEA produced a report arguing that lack of physical activity was driving the obesity epidemic rather excess calories, which it claimed had actually reduced in the past three decades.\textsuperscript{43} When questioned on Channel 4 News on whether the organisation takes money from the food industry, spokesman Christopher Snowdon replied that the question was ‘highly irrelevant’. Snowdon, who does not have a medical or science background, has authored many opinion pieces opposing a sugar tax for Spectator Health. On BBC Newsnight in December 2017, Snowdon suggested that organisations calling for reduced sugar, alcohol and tobacco are responsible for increasing misery in society, and also suggesting that we could not be healthier.

**Methods to battle vested interests**

Twenty-five of the 30-year average increase in life expectancy in the past century can be directly attributed to public health measures that were underpinned by regulation, including safe drinking water, safer working environments, seat belts in cars, smoke-free buildings and immunisations.\textsuperscript{60}

The regulatory approaches that addressed the acceptability, affordability and availability of tobacco have been the most important factors driving decline in CVD mortality since 1969. A public education campaign, combined with smoke-free building regulations and banning of tobacco advertising, was an important measure for reducing smoking prevalence and, in turn, reducing CVD. However, the taxing of cigarettes was responsible for the biggest impact by far. Unfortunately, the increasing prevalence of obesity and type 2 diabetes driven by poor diet, and, in particular, sugar consumption, is costing billions to national economies every year, resulting in loss of economic productivity.\textsuperscript{59}

Industry has a right to use information to market its products, but it does not have a right to use disinformation to propagandise them. The public deserves to know the financial relationships between organisations and those who represent their interests. We must ask editors of respectable print and broadcast media whether it is appropriate to give a platform to an individual who uses unprofessional, defamatory and abusive language when describing respected public health advocates. Simon Chapman is a professor of public health at the University of Sydney who has been one of the most influential figures in campaigning for tobacco control in Australia. The IEA’s Snowdon has described Chapman as a ‘scrotum-faced headbanger’ who freely promotes ‘junk science’ and Stan Glantz of University of California San Francisco as a ‘raving lunatic’, ‘gobshite’ and ‘clueless clown’.\textsuperscript{47} As Duke University professor Kelly Brownell describes, Big Food uses dirty tricks to deflect blame for their own role in exacerbating the obesity epidemic, including attacking those calling for greater regulation as peddling junk science, and calling them ‘food fascists’ and leaders of the ‘nanny state’.\textsuperscript{48}

**Recommendations**

We offer the following public health interventions to reduce sugar consumption, all of which are evidence-based and all of which were successful in curbing tobacco use. This suite of recommendations reflects an evidence-based, broad, socio-ecological approach to creating environments which
help move society in the direction of food environments where sugar is no longer ubiquitous:

1. Education for the public should emphasise that there is no biological need or nutritional value of added sugar. Industry should be forced to label added and free sugars on food products in teaspoons rather than grams, which will make it easier to understand.

2. There should be a complete ban of companies associated with sugary products from sponsoring sporting events. We encourage celebrities in the entertainment industry and sporting role models (as Indian cricketer Virat Kohli and American basketballer Stephen Curry have already done) to publicly dissociate themselves from sugary product endorsement.

3. We call for a ban on loss leading in supermarkets and running end-of-aisle loss leading on sugary and junk foods and drinks.

4. Sugary drinks taxes should extend to sugary foods as well.

5. We call for a complete ban of all sugary drink advertising (including fruit juice) on TV and internet demand services.

6. We recommend the discontinuing of all governmental food subsidies, especially commodity crops such as sugar, which contribute to health detriments. These subsidies distort the market and increase the costs of non-subsidised crops, making them unaffordable for many. No industry should be provided a subsidy for helping people.

7. Policy should prevent all dietetic organisations from accepting money or endorsing companies that market processed foods. If they do, they cannot be allowed to claim that their dietary advice is independent.

8. We recommend splitting healthy eating and physical activity as separate and independent public health goals. We strongly recommend avoiding sedentary lifestyles through promotion of physical activity to prevent chronic disease for all ages and sizes, because ‘you can’t outrun a bad diet’. However, physical (in)activity is often conflated as an alternative solution to obesity on a simple energy in-and-out equation. The evidence for this approach is weak. This approach necessarily ignores the metabolic complexity and unnecessarily pitches two independently healthy behaviours against each other on just one poor health outcome (obesity). The issue of relieving the burden of nutrition-related disease needs to improve diet, not physical activity.

Retrospective econometric analysis44 and prospective Markov modelling51 both predict that the prevalence of type 2 diabetes will start to reduce 3 years after implementing these measures. This calamity has been 40 years in the making – 3 years is not too long to wait.
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